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CURRENT RESPONSIBILITY

Based in Taipei, Wing leads Milliman’s local
offices in Taipei and Beijing. He has been a
Milliman consultant for more than 15 years,
first in the United States and then in Asia.
EXPERIENCE

Wing has led a wide range of projects,
including actuarial due diligence, appraisal
value, embedded value, enterprise risk
management, asset-liability management,
product/channel strategies, product
development, and financial reporting.
He has managed M&A due diligence work and
embedded value work in a number of Asian
markets, such as Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Taiwan, and China,
His recent product development experience
includes pricing one of the first universal life
with secondary guarantee products in Hong
Kong. Wing also leads teams developing
several of the first variable annuities with
guaranteed minimum benefit products in the
Taiwan market.
He led teams in developing asset-liability
management models and analysis for clients
looking to better understand and manage the
business, and to study proper asset allocation
to achieve balance among return, risks, and
capital.
In recent years, Wing has focused on
developing client applications of Milliman’s
unique complexity science-based approach to
enterprise risk management. His work involved
running risk workshops utilizing cognitive
mapping techniques, developing risk registers,
and applying innovative approaches to sales
risks and operational risks, as well as datadriven approaches to emerging risks.
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Before joining Milliman, Wing was a staff
economist responsible for electricity demand
forecasting models in a civil engineering
consulting firm.
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATIONS

 Fellow, Society of Actuaries
 Member, American Academy of Actuaries
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

 Past vice president, Seattle Actuarial Club
 Member, Design Team, Society of Actuaries
Financial Reporting and Operational
Research Module (FROM)
 Speaker at numerous regional actuarial
events on subjects such as financial
reporting, variable annuities with guaranteed
minimum benefit, and asset-liability
management
EDUCATION

 BA, Economics, University of Washington

